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Abstract
Hereunder we continue the study of the representation theory of the algebra of permutation
operators acting on the n-fold tensor product space, partially transposed on the last subsystem.
We develop the concept of partially reduced irreducible representations, which allows to sim-
plify significantly previously proved theorems and what is the most important derive new results
for irreducible representations of the mentioned algebra. In our analysis we are able to reduce
complexity of the central expressions by getting rid of sums over all permutations from symmet-
ric group obtaining equations which are much more handy in practical applications. We also
find relatively simple matrix representations for the generators of underlying algebra. Obtained
simplifications and developments are applied to derive characteristic of the deterministic port-
based teleportation scheme written purely in terms of irreducible representations of the studied
algebra. We solve an eigenproblem for generators of algebra which is the first step towards to
hybrid port-based teleportation scheme and gives us new proofs of asymptotic behaviour of tele-
portation fidelity. We also show connection between density operator characterising port-based
teleportation and particular matrix composed of irreducible representation of the symmetric
group which encodes properties of the investigated algebra.
1 Introduction
In the classical theory of representation of the symmetric group S(n), the swap or permutation
representation, closely related with the famous Schur-Weyl duality [15] plays an important role not
only in pure mathematics, but have found wide range of applications in quantum information theory.
We point here only a few of them, i.e. qubit quantum cloning [11], theory of quantum gates [1, 8, 7],
quantum error correcting codes [21], distillation of quantum entanglement [12], task of optimal
compression of identical particles [31] or some aspects of theory of reference frames [32]. The basic
objects in the description are the operators Vd(σ) representing the group elements σ ∈ S(n) acting
in the tensor product space (Cd)⊗n as a permutations on the basis vectors in the algebra of tensor
operators. It turns out that above mentioned picture can be modified introducing into it the notion
of the partial transposition which has well established position in entanglement detection theory
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due to famous Peres-Horodecki criterion [16, 26], investigating set of PPT states [17], or from the
view of representation theory recent developments in port-based teleportation protocol [28, 23] and
theory of universal qudits quantum cloning machines [27], where representation theory of partially
transposed operators Vd(σ) was used. Because of this non-trivial connection between possible
practical applications and pure mathematical theory, there is need to study much more deeper
properties of the operators Vd(σ) affected by partial transposition. In the series of papers [29, 24] the
first big step was done and the theory of irreducible representations (irreps) of partially transposed
permutation operators V tnd (σ) was formulated, where by tn we denote partial transposition with
respect to last subsystem. It is known that there is a connection of algebra Atnn (d) with the Walled
Brauer Algebra (WBA) [3, 9, 22] which is a sub-algebra of the Brauer Algebra [5, 25, 14]. Namely
algebra Atnn (d) is a representation of WBA [33]. From [6] we know that whenever d > n − 1 the
dimension of WBA is equal to n! which is the same as for Atnn (d) [29, 24]. In this case these
two algebras are isomorphic and we know characterisation of the irreducible components. When
condition d > n − 1 is not satisfied we have dimAtnn (d) < n!, while dimension of WBA is still
equal to n!. Because of that we do not have isomorphic between these two algebras and the full
investigation in this case was needed. There were even more to know. Namely in both cases form
the point of view of possible applications additional knowledge about explicit orthogonal bases in
every irreducible space and matrix representations of irreps is required. As we mentioned at the
beginning of this section such full characterisation of Atnn (d) including matrix representations of
irreps for all possible relations between n and d was presented in [24, 29].
The formulas describing the representation theory of the algebra Atnn (d) in the original picture
given in [24, 29] are complicated and hard to use in practical applications. Fortunately it turns
out that if we use particular kind of irreps of the symmetric group, namely a partially reduced
irreducible representation (PRIR), the complicated expressions in representation theory of the
algebra Atnn (d) may be simplified significantly and may be written in more explicit way, much
easier for their applications. The biggest profit is reduction the complexity of existing equations by
reducing number of sums over all permutations from symmetric group which significantly improves
time of computations and allows us to prove new properties of Atnn (d). It should be mentioned
that applying PRIRs in fact we do not loose generality, because any irrep of S(N) may be unitarily
transformed into PRIR form. Because of the high importance of described tools further analysis
is required, so in this paper we develop the idea of PRIRs firstly introduced in [28] by presenting
their new properties.
Our paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we remind briefly the structure of
irreps of the algebra of partially transposed permutation operators Atnn (d). We present all the
most important for this manuscript theorems in their original form taken from [24]. In Section 3
we develop significantly the concept of PRIR by deriving its new properties. Next in Section 4
we apply newly derived results for PRIR to the existing formalism of irreps of algebra Atnn (d).
In particular we simplify expressions for two special matrices describing properties of underlying
algebra and projections onto irreducible subspaces of Atnn (d). Next we deliver much more simpler
matrix forms of the generators of algebra Atnn (d). Section 5 is fully devoted to the applications
of the simplified representation formalism of the algebra Atnn (d) to the deterministic port-based
teleportation. We show deep connection between port-based teleportation operator and matrix
which encodes properties of investigated algebra. We solve an eigenproblem for matrix generators
of Atnn (d) which is one step forward to hybrid scheme of PBT [18]. This result allows us also to
present an alternative proof of lower bound on teleportation fidelity presented in [2]. In particular
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we derive in a simpler way than previous expressions for the fidelity in deterministic version of the
protocol and we describe some of its asymptotic properties.
2 Representation theory of algebra of the partially transposed
permutation operators
For self-consistence of the manuscript we present here all the most important facts about algebra
Atnn (d) of partially transposed permutation operators preceded by an introduction of the notation
which is essential for proper understanding of further sections. Next in the subsection 2.2 we only
briefly summarize in possible simple way the structure of Atnn (d) and explain why original picture
is inconvenient in practical use. This should to give to a reader the flavour of the problem before
subsection 2.3, where all important technical details are presented. In both following subsections
as well later on we keep here original notation taken from [29, 24].
2.1 Definitions and Notations
Let us start here form considering a permutational representation V of the group S(n) in the
space H ≡ (Cd)⊗n defined in the following way
Definition 1. V : S(n) → Hom((Cd)⊗n) and
∀σ ∈ S(n) V (σ).ei1 ⊗ ei2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ein = eiσ−1(1) ⊗ eiσ−1(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ eiσ−1(n) , (1)
where d ∈ N and {ei}di=1 is an orthonormal basis of the space Cd.
The representation V : S(n) → Hom((Cd)⊗n) is defined in a given basis {ei}di=1 of the space Cd
(and consequently in a given basis of H), so in fact it is a matrix representation.
Remark 2. The representation V : S(n) → Hom((Cd)⊗n) which we will denote shortly as V (S(n))
depends explicitly on the dimension d, so in fact we should write V (S(n)) ≡ Vd(S(n)) but for
simplicity we will omit the index d, unless it will be necessary.
Let us assume that we are given with the partition µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µk) of some natural number
n (we denote this by µ ⊢ n), then by h(µ) we denote the height (equivalently number of rows) of
the corresponding Young diagram Y µ. Since there is one-to-one correspondence between partitions
of natural number n and inequivalent irreps of the symmetric group S(n) we use symbols α, µ etc.
interchangeably for partitions and irreps ϕα, ψµ whenever it is clear from the context or simplify
notation. For d > 1 the representation V (S(n)) is always reducible and we have
Proposition 3. The irrep ψµ of S(n), indexed by the partition µ ⊢ n is contained in V (S(n)) if
d ≥ k ≡ h(µ). In particular if d ≥ n then all irreps of S(n) are included in the representation
V (S(n)). When d ≥ k ≡ h(µ) then the multiplicity of the irrep ψµ of S(n) is equal to
1
n!
∑
σ∈S(n)
χµ(σ−1)dl(σ) =
1
n!
∑
σ∈S(n)
χµ(σ−1)χV (σ), (2)
where χµ(·) is the character of ψµ, l(σ) is the number of cycles in the permutation σ, and χV (σ) =
dl(σ) is the character of the representation V (S(n)).
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The representation V (S(n)) extends in a natural way to the representation of the group algebra
C[S(n)] and in this way we get the algebra
An(d) ≡ spanC{V (σ) : σ ∈ S(n)} ⊂ Hom((Cd)⊗n) (3)
of operators representing the elements of the group algebra C[S(n)]. Note that the algebra An(d)
contains a natural subalgebra
An−1(d) ≡ spanC{V (σn−1) : σn−1 ∈ S(n− 1)}. (4)
The algebra of partially transposed operators with respect to last subsystem, the basic object for
this manuscript is defined in the following way
Definition 4. For An(d) ≡ spanC{V (σ) : σ ∈ S(n)} we define a new complex algebra
Atnn (d) ≡ spanC{V tn(σ) : σ ∈ S(n)} ⊂ Hom((Cd)⊗n), (5)
where the symbol tn denotes the partial transposition with respect to the last subsystem in the space
Hom((Cd)⊗n). The elements V tn(σ) : σ ∈ S(n) will be called natural generators of the algebra
Atnn (d).
Directly from Definition 4, and equation (4) it follows that An−1(d) ⊂ Atnn (d).
Notation 5. Further in the text whenever partial transposition tn changes the elements V (σn) ∈
V (S(n)) ⊂ Atnn (d) we will write V ′(σ) instead of V tn(σ). In particular whenever σ = (n − 1, n)
we will write simply V ′. When the partial transposition does not change the elements V (σn) ∈
V (S(n − 1)) ⊂ Atnn (d) therefore, in the following, we will write V (σn−1) instead of V tn(σn−1).
Remark 6. The algebra Atnn (d) is defined as the algebra of operators acting in the space (C
d)⊗n, so
in this way we get a natural representation of the algebra Atnn (d) in the space (C
d)⊗n. The algebra
Atnn (d) is semisimple [24], so this natural representation is a direct sum of irreps of the algebra
Atnn (d).
2.2 Introduction to the problem
The important feature of the algebra Atnn (d), is the fact that it contains a subalgebra An−1(d),
generated by operators representing the subgroup S(n − 1) ⊂ S(n), which are not changed by the
partial transposition (these operators will be denoted Vd(σ) : σ ∈ S(n − 1)). In the mentioned
papers [29, 24] it has been shown that algebra Atnn (d) splits into direct sum of two left ideals
Atnn (d) =M⊕S which differ structurally and in consequence structure of the irreps of the algebra
Atnn (d) is of two kinds and it is strictly connected with irreps of the groups S(n− 2) and S(n− 1).
In particular the matrix elements of the representations of the algebra Atnn (d) are expressed in
terms of matrix elements of the representations of the groups S(n− 2) and S(n− 1). Irreps of the
first type of Atnn (d) (called later non-trivial) are indexed by irreps of the group S(n − 2) and they
are strictly connected with the representations of the group S(n − 1). Speaking more precisely in
these representations, when the condition d > n − 2 is satisfied, the elements Vd(σ) : σ ∈ S(n)
of the algebra Atnn (d) are represented as in the representations of the group S(n − 1) induced by
irreps of S(n − 2) and the dimension of such a representation of the first type of Atnn (d) is equal
to the dimension the induced representation of S(n − 1). When d ≤ n − 2 the situation is more
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complicated. In this case some of the irreps of the first type may be defined on some subspace
of the representation space of induced representation of S(n − 1). In both cases the non-trivially
partially transposed generators are represented in these representations by complicated expression.
In particular the equation for transposition generators V tnd [(a, n)], where a = 1, . . . , n−1 as well as
important expression for the projectors onto the the non-trivial irreducible subspaces of the algebra
Atnn (d) are also very complicated and have high complexity since we have to deal with sums over
all elements from permutation group. These complicated formulas were derived for arbitrary form
of the irreps of the groups S(n − 2) and S(n − 1) in terms of which the the representations of
the algebra Atnn (d) are expressed, so they are not really handy in terms of some applications. The
representations of the second type are indexed by some irreps of the group S(n − 1). In this case
the generators V (σ) : σ ∈ S(n − 1) of the algebra Atnn (d) are represented naturally by operators
of irreps of S(n − 1), whereas the non-trivially partially transposed operators, are represented by
zero operators. So in the representations of this type only the subalgebra An−1(d) of Atnn (d) is
represented non-trivially, therefore this irreps of the algebra Atnn (d) may be called semi-trivial and
we will not consider them.
2.3 Technical summary of known results
As we will see later in the analysis of the algebra Atnn (d) as well in applications to port-based
teleportation very important role plays the matrix Q, which appears naturally in the theory of
representation of the algebra Atnn (d), namely we have (see [29], [24])
Definition 7. For any irrep ϕα of dimension dα of the group S(n− 2) we define the block matrix
Qdn−1(α) ≡ Q(α) = (dδabϕαij [(a, n − 1)(a, b)(b, n − 1)]) = (Qabij (α)) ∈M((n− 1)dα,C), (6)
where a, b = 1, . . . , n − 1, i, j = 1, . . . , dα. The blocks of the matrix Q(α) are labelled by indices
(a, b), whereas the elements of the blocks are labelled by the indices of the irreducible representation
ϕα = (ϕαij) of the group S(n− 2).
Below we recall the most important spectral properties of above defined matrices.
Proposition 8. The matrices Q(α) are hermitian, positive semi-definite. Eigenvalues λν(α) of
Q(α) are labelled by the irreps ψν ∈ indS(n−1)S(n−2)(ϕα), and the multiplicities of λν(α) are equal to dν.
Moreover at most one (up to the multiplicity) eigenvalue λν(α) of the matrix Q(α) may be equal to
zero.
Remark 9. The matrix Qabij (α) in the representation space has a form:
Qabij (α) =

d1 ϕα[(1, 2)] . . . ϕα[(1, n − 2)] 1
ϕα[(2, 1)] d1 . . . ϕα[(2, n − 2)] 1
...
. . .
...
1 . . . d1
 , (7)
where every ϕα[(a, b)] = {ϕαij [(a, b)]} is a representation matrix of permutation (a, b) in irrep of
S(n − 2) labelled by α. It is worth to mention here that in general case there is always possibility
to chose matrices ϕα to be unitary, so we get ϕαij [(a, b)] = ϕ¯
α
ji[(a, b)]. In our paper constrains are
even stronger because representations ϕα[(a, b)] are in the form of symmetric and real matrices, so
we have ϕαij [(a, b)] = ϕ
α
ji[(a, b)].
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Before we go further let us define a few additional concepts in particular so called rank of the
partition for corresponding Young diagram.
Definition 10. By Ŝ(N) we denote the set of all irreps of the symmetric group S(N), and by
|Ŝ(N)| its cardinality. If ψµ ∈ Ŝ(N) is irrep of the group S(N) we write
Ŝd(N) ≡ {ψµ ∈ Ŝ(N) : h(µ) ≤ d} ⇒ ŜN (N) = Ŝ(N). (8)
Above set contains all irreps of S(n) whose corresponding Young diagrams have no more than d
rows.
Definition 11. Let ψµ be any irrep of the group S(n), µ = (µ1, . . . , µk) its partition, and Y
µ the
corresponding Young diagram. The rank r = r(µ) (or r (Y µ)) of the partition µ is the length of the
diagonal of its Young diagram.
Now we are in position to present spectral theorem for the matrices Q(α) (see [24]).
Theorem 12. a) Let ϕα be any irrep of the group S(n − 2), α = (α1, . . . , αk) its partition and
Y α the corresponding Young diagram. Suppose that for some index 1 ≤ i ≤ k the sequence
ν = (α1, . . . , αi+1, . . . , αk) is a partition of n−1, so it defines an irrep ψν of the group S(n−1).
For Young diagrams it means that the Young diagram Y ν is obtained from the Young diagram
Y α by adding, in the i-th row, one box (we denote this by ν ∈ α). Then the corresponding matrix
Qn−1(α) has the following eigenvalues
i) if r (Y α) = r (Y ν), then
λν(α) = d+ αi + 1− i, i = 1, . . . , k + 1, (9)
and if i = k + 1 we set αk+1 = 0.
ii) If r (Y α) + 1 = r (Y ν) which may occur only if i = r + 1, then
λν(α) = d. (10)
The case ii) describes the situation when adding, in a proper way one box to Young diagram
Y α we extend its diagonal. The multiplicity of the eigenvalue λν(α) is equal to dimψ
ν , and the
number of pairwise distinct eigenvalues of the matrix Qn−1(α) is equal to the rank of Young
diagrams Y ν that one can obtain from the Young diagram Y α by adding, in a proper way, one
box.
b) The unitary matrix Z(α) = (z(α)aνkjν) which reduces the induced representation Φ
α = ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)(ϕ
α)
into the irreducible components has a form
z(α)aνkjν =
dν√
Nνj′ν
(n− 1)!
∑
σ∈S(n−1)
ψνj′νjν
(
σ−1
)
δaσ(q′)ϕ
α
kr′ [(an − 1)σ(q′n− 1)], (11)
with
Nνj′ν ≡
(
Eνj′νj′ν
)q′q′
r′r′
=
dν
(n− 1)!
∑
σ∈S(n−1)
ψνj′νj′ν
(
σ−1
)
δq′σ(q′)ϕ
α
r′r′ [(q
′n− 1)σ(q′n− 1)], (12)
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where ψν are representations of the group S(n − 1) whose Young diagrams are obtained from
the Young diagram Y α by adding, in a proper way, one box and
(
ψνjνjν (σ)
)
is a matrix form
of σ ∈ S(n − 1) in the representation ψν , Eνj′νj′ν is a hermitian projector of rank one in the
representation space Φα defined by ψν (see Def. 79 in App. C of [24] ). The double index
(q′, r′) is fixed and chosen in such a way that Nνj′ν > 0, which is always possible because E
ν
j′νj
′
ν
is
a positive semi-definite matrix. Moreover we have∑
ak
∑
bl
z†(α)ξajξkΦ
α(σ)abklz(α)
bµ
ljµ
= δξµψµjξjµ(σ). (13)
In particular ∑
ak
∑
bl
z†(α)ξajξkQ(α)
ab
kl z(α)
bµ
ljµ
= δξµδjξjµλµ(α), (14)
so the columns of the matrix Z(α) =
(
z(α)aνkjν
)
are eigenvectors of the matrix Q(α).
Remark 13. The indices j′ν , q
′, r′, a′ are in fact parameters. Expression (11) is complicated in
the practical applications because, although it looks quite explicit, the normalisation factor Nνj′ν ≡
(Eνj′νj′ν )
q′q′
r′r′ cannot be given explicitly without specifying the form of the irreps ψ
ν of S(n − 1) and
irrep ϕα of S(n−2). Moreover equation (11) contains two sums over all permutations from S(n−1)
which causes high complexity during explicit calculations.
Remark 14. The part a) of Theorem 12 gives an explicit eigenvalues of the matrix Qn−1(α) on the
partition α = (α1, . . . , αk) which defines the the irreducible representation ϕ
α and on the dimension
parameter d.
There is also another expression for eigenvalues λν(α) of matrices Q(α).
Lemma 15. Let ϕα be any irrep of the group S(n−2), α its partition, χα its character, and let ψν
be all irreps of the group S(n− 1) whose Young diagrams are obtained from the Young diagram Y α
by adding, in a proper way, one box. By χν we denote their characters, where ν is the partition of
n−1 which labels the representation ψν. Then the distinct eigenvalues of the matrix Q(α) generated
by the irrep ϕα of S(n− 2) are labelled by the partitions ν and are of the form
λν(α) = d+
(n− 1)(n − 2)
2
χν [(a, b)]
dν
− (n − 2)(n− 3)
2
χα[(c, d)]
dα
, (15)
where (a, b) for a, b ≤ n − 2 is an arbitrary transposition in S(n − 2) and (c, d) for c, d ≤ n − 1 is
transposition in S(n− 1). The eigenvalue λν(α) has multiplicity dν .
Remark 16. Since irreducible characters χν [(a, b)], χα[(c, d)] are constant on conjugacy classes
it is enough to take (a, b) = (c, d) = (1, 2) in equation (15) of Lemma 15. Reader notices that
the quantity λν(α) is of non-zero value only if ν ∈ α. In this manuscript we assume that this
assumption is always satisfied.
In the next and last part of this section we briefly recall the basic properties of irreps of the
algebra Atnn (d). The irreps of the algebra Atnn (d) are of two kinds and we describe them in the
matrix form. Let us start from the following
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Proposition 17. The first kind of irreps, denoted by Φα, are determined by irreps ϕα of the group
S(n− 2), such that ϕα ∈ Ŝd(n− 2), and we have
Φα : Atnn (d)→M(rankQ(α),C). (16)
The representation space S(Φα) of Φα has the following structure
S(Φα) =
⊕
ν∈I:h(ν)≤d
S(ψν), (17)
where
ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)(ϕ
α) =
⊕
ν∈I
ψν . (18)
In the above by the I we denote the set of irreps of the group S(n − 1), which appear in the above
decomposition of induced representation of S(n− 1) into irreducible components ψν. In the reduced
matrix basis f ≡ {f νjν : h(ν) ≤ d, jν = 1, . . . , dν} of the representation Φα (see [24]) the natural
generators V ′[(a, n)] and V (σn−1) of Atnn (d) are represented by the following matrices
Mαf
[
V ′[(a, n)]
]ξν
jξjν
=
∑
k=1,...,dα
√
λξz
†(α)ξajξkz(α)
aν
kjν
√
λν : ξ, ν ∈ I, a = 1, . . . , n− 1, (19)
Mαf [V (σn−1)]
ν′ν
jν′ jν
= δν
′νψνjν′jν (σn−1), σn−1 ∈ S(n− 1), (20)
where the matrices Z(α) = (z(α)aνkjν ) are defined in the Theorem 12. Expression (20) shows that
irrep Φα of algebra Atnn (d) is indS(n−1)S(n−2)(ϕα) of subalgebra C[S(n− 1)].
The structure of the irreps of the second kind is much simpler,
Proposition 18. The irreps of the second kind, denoted as Ψν, are determined by the irreps ψν of
the group S(n− 1), such that h(ν) < d. In this case we have
Ψν : Atnn (d)→M(dν ,C), (21)
where the representation space S(Ψν) of Ψν is simply S(Ψν) = S(ψν), and
Ψν(a) =
{
0 : a /∈ S(n− 1),
ψν(σn−1) : a = σn−1 ∈ S(n − 1).
(22)
In this case only the elements of S(n−1), which are not changed by partial transpose are represented
non trivially. The remaining natural generators of the algebra Atnn (d) are not invertible [24].
Using the properties of irreps of Atnn (d) described in [24] one can derive the following decomposi-
tion of the natural representation of the algebra Atnn (d) (see Remark 6) into irreducible components.
Theorem 19. The algebra Atnn (d) in its natural representation in the space (Cd)⊗n has the following
decomposition into irreps
Atnn (d) =
 ⊕
α:h(α)≤d
mαΦ
α
⊕
 ⊕
ν:h(ν)<d
mνΨ
ν
 . (23)
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The multiplicities mα are equal to the multiplicities of the irreps ϕ
α of S(n−2) in the representation
Vd(S(n − 2)) (see Proposition 3)
mα =
1
(n− 2)!
∑
σ∈S(n−2)
χα(σ−1)dl(σ), (24)
where l(σ) is the number of disjoint cycles in the permutation σ, and
mν = d
n −
∑
α:ν∈ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)
(ϕα)
mα. (25)
Remark 20. Note that from Theorem 19 it follows that when d ≥ n all possible irreps of the first
kind and second kind are included in the decomposition of Atnn (d). When d < n then the conditions
h(α) ≤ d and h(ν) < d limit the variety of irreps appearing in the decomposition given through (23).
As was presented in [24] the orthogonal projectors Fν(α) onto non-trivial irreducible subspaces
of the algebra Atnn (d) have in fact very complicated form:
Proposition 21. Projectors onto non-trivial irreducible spaces of algebra Atnn (d) are of the form
Fν(α) =
1
λν(α)
∑
jν
∑
ai,bk
(z−1(α))νajν iu
ba
ki(α)z
bν
kjν (α), (26)
where z(α)νajν i is given in eq. (11) in Theorem 12, and
uabij (α) =
dα
(n− 2)!V
′[(a, n)]
∑
σ∈S(n−2)
ϕαji(σ
−1)V [(an− 1)(σ)(bn − 1)]. (27)
Indeed, equation (26) contains matrix elements of Z(α) which are in generally hard to compute
(see Remark 13).
3 New results regarding partially reduced irreducible representa-
tions
In this note we recall the notion of the Partially Reduced Irreducible Representations (PRIRs)
introduced in [28] and derive new properties of them. The concept of PRIRs plays a crucial role
in the simplification of the representation of the algebra Atnn (d) (see Section 4), derivation of the
fidelity in the deterministic version of the PBT, and new proof of the lower bound on fidelity in
deterministic version of the PBT presented [2] (see Section 5.3).
Let us consider an arbitrary unitary irrep ψµ of S(n). It can be always unitarily transformed
to reduced form ψµR, such that
∀pi ∈ S(n− 1) ψµR(pi) =
⊕
α∈µ
ϕα(pi), (28)
where ϕα are irreps of S(n − 1). By α ∈ µ we understand such Young diagrams α which can be
obtained from µ by removing one box in the proper way. We see, that the restriction of the irrep ψµ
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of S(n) to the subgroup S(n− 1) has a block-diagonal form of completely reduced representation,
which in matrix notation takes the form
∀pi ∈ S(n− 1) ψµR(pi) =
(
δαβϕαiαjα
)
. (29)
The block structure of this reduced representation allows us to introduce such a block indexation
for ψµR of S(n), which gives
∀σ ∈ S(n) ψµR(σ) =
(
ψkµlµ(σ)
)
=
(
ψαβiαjβ(σ)
)
, (30)
where the indices kµ, lµ are standard matrix indices, the matrices on the diagonal (ψ
µ
R)
αα(σ) =(
ψααiαjα(σ)
)
are of dimension of corresponding irrep ϕα of S(n − 1). Reader notices that the off-
diagonal blocks need not to be square. From this it follows that we may introduce the idea PRIR
which we define in the following way
Definition 22. An irrep ψµof the group S(n) is the Partially Reduced Irreducible Representation
(PRIR) if it has a reduced form on the subgroup S(n− 1) ⊂ S(n), i.e. we have
∀σ ∈ S(n− 1) ψµR(σ) =
⊕
α∈µ
ϕα(σ). (31)
For such representations, in general, we will use the block indexation described in equation (30).
Remark 23. Clearly for a given irrep ψµ of the group S(n) its PRIR is given not uniquely.
Remark 24. It is obvious that any irrep of S(n) can be unitarily transformed into PRIR repre-
sentation.
The first new result regarding PRIRs is summarized in the following proposition which plays
similar role to standard orthogonality relation for irreps:
Proposition 25. The PRIRs ψµR, ψ
ν
R of S(n) satisfy the following bilinear summation rule
∀α, β ∈ µ ∀β, γ ∈ ν
n∑
a=1
dβ∑
kβ=1
(ψµR)
αβ
iαkβ
[(a, n)](ψνR)
βγ
kβjγ
[(a, n)] = n
dβ
dµ
δµνδαγδiαjγ , (32)
where α, β, γ are irreps of S(n− 1) contained in the irreps µ, ν of S(n).
The proof of above proposition goes similarly as proof of the Proposition 17 in [28], but it
generalisation is necessary for further applications in this manuscript. Next we we prove one more
summation rule which is crucial in order to prove Theorem 28 which is the main result of this
section.
Lemma 26. Let ψνR are PRIR representations of the group S(n−1) included in Φα = indS(n−1)S(n−2)(ϕα),
then ∑
ν∈Φα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα [(b, n − 1)] = (n− 1)dαδb,n−1δjαkα , (33)
where the summation is over partitions ν labelling irreps of S(n− 1) contained in Φα.
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Proof. Let ∑
ν∈Φα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα [(b, n − 1)] = xjαkα(b), b = 1, . . . , n− 1. (34)
We define a hermitian matrix
X(b) ≡ (xjαkα(b)) ∈M(dimϕα,C), (35)
such that
X(n− 1) = (n− 1)dα1dα , (36)
where 1dα denotes identity operator of dimension dα. Now from equation (34) we get∑
ν∈Φα
∑
kα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα [(b, n− 1)](ψµR)ααkαlα [(b, n− 1)] =
∑
kα
xjαkα(b)(ψ
µ
R)
αα
kαlα [(b, n− 1)]. (37)
Making the summation over b = 1, . . . , n− 1 and applying Proposition 25 to LHS of (37), we get
(n− 1)dαδjαlα =
∑
kα
n−1∑
b=1
xjαkα(b)(ψ
µ
R)
αα
kαlα [(b, n − 1)]. (38)
Multiplying both sides of (38) by dµ and making the summation over µ ∈ Φα we have
(n− 1)2d2αδjαlα =
∑
kα
n−1∑
b=1
xjαkα(b)xkαlα(b) =
n−1∑
b=1
x2jαlα(b)
=
n−2∑
b=1
x2jαlα(b) + x
2
jαlα(n− 1) =
n−2∑
b=1
x2jαlα(b) + (n− 1)2d2αδjαlα ,
(39)
which means that
n−2∑
b=1
x2jαlα(b) =
n−2∑
b=1
(
X2(b)
)
jαlα
= 0. (40)
From the above it follows that
∀b = 1, . . . , n− 2 X2(b) = 0⇔ X(b) = 0, (41)
since the the matrices X(b) are hermitian, so the matrices X2(b) are positive semi-definite.
From Lemma 26 one can easily deduce the following
Corollary 27. Let
σ = γ(b, n − 1) ∈ S(n − 1) : γ ∈ S(n− 2), b = 1, . . . , n− 1, (42)
then ∑
ν∈Φα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα [γ(b, n − 1)] = (n− 1)dαδb,n−1ϕαjαkα(γ). (43)
In particular if σ ∈ S(n− 1), and σ /∈ S(n− 2) ⊂ S(n− 1), then∑
ν∈Φα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα(σ) = 0. (44)
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If σ ∈ S(n− 2) ⊂ S(n− 1), then∑
ν∈Φα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα(σ) = (n− 1)dαϕαjαkα(σ). (45)
Now we are in the position to prove the main result of this section, namely we have the following
Theorem 28. Let ψνR are PRIR representations of the group S(n−1) included in Φα = indS(n−1)S(n−2) (ϕα)
i.e.
Φα = ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)(ϕ
α) ≃
⊕
ν∈Φα
ψνR, (46)
then ∀σ ∈ S(n− 1) we have the following summation rule∑
ν∈Φα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα [(a, n − 1)σ(b, n − 1)] = (n − 1)dαδaσ(b)ϕαjαkα [(a, n − 1)σ(b, n − 1)]. (47)
In particular we have∑
ν∈Φ(α)
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα [(a, n − 1)(b, n − 1)] = (n− 1)dαδabδjαkα . (48)
Proof. From Corollary 27 it follows that, in order to calculate
∀σ ∈ S(n − 1)
∑
ν∈Φα
dν(ψ
ν
R)
αα
jαkα [(a, n − 1)σ(b, n − 1)], (49)
we need to establish when the permutation (a, n−1)σ(b, n−1) belongs to the subgroup S(n−2) ⊂
S(n− 1), otherwise the sum is equal to zero. It is easy to check that
(a, n− 1)σ(b, n − 1) ∈ S(n− 2) ⊂ S(n− 1) (50)
if and only if
σ : b 7→ a (51)
and from this it follows the statement of the theorem.
Proposition 29. Suppose that ψνR is a PRIR representation of the group S(n), then we have
n∑
a=1
(ψνR)
αναν
jαkα
[(a, n)] = λν(α)δjαkα , (52)
where α ∈ ν, jα are PRIR indices of the irrep ψνR and λν(α) is given Lemma 15, Theorem 12 or
equivalently in Corollary 37.
Proof of Proposition 29 follows from Proposition 61 of Appendix A and Lemma 15.
4 Application of PRIRs to the representation theory of the alge-
bra Atnn (d)
In the following subsections we derive simpler form of the matrices Q(α), Z(α), and projectors
Fν(α) which where defined in paper [24] (or see Section 2 of this manuscript) by use of the concept
of PRIRs introduced in Section 3. Additionally as a second result we present explicit and relatively
simple expression for the matrix elements of the permutation operators V ′[(a, n)] for a = 1, . . . , n−1
which is now more convenient for practical use.
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4.1 Simplification of the matrices Q(α) and Z(α) and matrix representation of
V ′[(a, n)]
Let us consider the induced representation of S(n− 1) Φα = indS(n−1)S(n−2)(ϕα), where ϕα is a given
irrep of S(n− 2). It is known that the decomposition into irreps ψν of S(n− 1)
Φα = ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)(ϕ
α) ≃
⊕
ν∈Φα
ψν (53)
is simple reducible. It means that there exist an unitary matrix Z(α), which reduces the represen-
tation to an irreducible block diagonal form. In the paper [24] such a matrix Z(α) was constructed,
for arbitrary form of irreps ψν of S(n− 1) and irrep ϕα of S(n− 2) (see Thm. 12 b) in Section 2).
First let us observe that on the RHS of the main equality (49) of Theorem 28 we get the matrix
elements of induced representation Φα = ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)(ϕ
α), i.e. we have
Φα =
(
(Φα)abjαkα
)
=
(
δaσ(b)ϕ
α
jαkα [(a, n − 1)σ(b, n − 1)]
)
, (54)
which is a standard matrix form of the induced representation ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)(ϕ
α). Having this we are
in the position to formulate the following:
Theorem 30. Let Φα = ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)(ϕ
α) ≃ ⊕ν∈Φα ψνR, where ψνR are PRIR representations of the
group S(n − 1), then the corresponding matrix ZR(α) = (zR(α)aνkjν ) which reduces the induced
representation Φα = ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2) ϕ
α into the direct sum
⊕
ν∈Φα ψ
ν
R has the following form:
zR(α)
aξν
kαjξν
=
1√
n− 1
√
dν√
dα
(ψνR)
αξν
kαjξν
[(a, n − 1)], (55)
where (α, kα) and (ξν , jξν ) are the PRIR indices in ψ
ν
R, corresponding to reducible structure for the
subgroup S(n − 2) (see eq. (30)). The irrep ϕα of S(n − 2) is included in every ψνR ∈ Φα. The
matrix ZR(α) =
(
zR(α)
aξν
kαjξν
)
is unitary and satisfies∑
akα
∑
blα
z†R(α)
ξνa
jξν kα
Φα(σ)abkαlαzR(α)
bζµ
lαjζµ
= δvµ(ψνR)
ξνζµ
jξν jζµ
(σ), ∀σ ∈ S(n− 1) (56)
and ∑
akα
z†R(α)
ξνa
jξν kα
zR(α)
aζµ
kαjζµ
= δvµδξνζµδjξν jζµ , (57)
as well ∑
v,ξν ,jξν
zR(α)
aξµ
kαjξµ
z†R(α)
ξν b
jξν lα
= δa,bδkαlα . (58)
Proof. An application of equation (32) from Prop. 25 and Thm. 28 for PRIRs to the equation
for the matrix Z(α) given in Thm. 12 b) leads directly to expressions from the statements of the
theorem.
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One can see, that comparing expression for ZR(α) given through equation (55) with the general
formula for Z(α) = (z(α)aνkjν ) in Theorem 12 we have substantial simplification which so important
in the practical applications of our tools (see Section 5). The main advantage over the previous
expression is that there is no sum over all permutations, so we remove complexity of order (n− 1)!.
This will allow to produce expressions for matrix elements of algebra of operators that are tractable
(see Prop. 33). Moreover results contained in Theorem 30 solve also the problem of the eigenvectors
of the matrix Q(α). Namely they are given by the columns of the matrix ZR(α) =
(
zR(α)
aξν
kαjξν
)
,
which are now relatively simple.
It is well known that the columns of any unitary matrix form a set of orthonormal vectors.
Using this fact as a corollary from the properties of the matrix ZR(α) given in Thm. 30 we get the
following:
Corollary 31. The set of (n− 1)dα vectors
T ν(ξν , jξν ) =
(
T ν(ξν , jξν )
a
kα
)
=
(
zR(α)
aξν
kαjξν
)
∈ C(n−1)dα (59)
forms an orthonormal basis of the space C(n−1)dα .
Next from the properties of the matrix ZR(α) we get the following corollary which is direct
consequence of and Corollary 31:
Corollary 32. The matrix ZR(α) diagonalises the matrix Q(α):∑
akα
∑
blα
z†R(α)
ξνa
jξν kα
Q(α)abkαlαzR(α)
bζµ
lαjζµ
= δvµδξνζµδjξν jζµλν(α), (60)
which means that the vectors T ν(ξν , jξν ) from Corollary 31 are eigenvectors of the matrix Q(α).
The numbers λν(α) are given Lemma 15, Theorem 12 or equivalently in Corollary 37.
Next important consequence of simplification of matrix Z(α) by PRIR approach are relatively
handy expressions for the matrix representations of the generators of algebra Atnn (d), especially for
V ′. Namely we have the following
Proposition 33. In the irrep Φα of the algebra Atnn (d) we have the following matrix representation
of elements V ′[(a, n)]
Mαf
[
V ′[(a, n)]
]ξω ξν
jξω jξν
=
1
n− 1
√
dξdω
dα
∑
kα
√
λω(α)ψ
ω ξω α
R jξω kα
[(a, n − 1)]ψν α ξνR kα jξν [(a, n − 1)]
√
λν(α),
(61)
where ω, ν 6= θ and the subscript f (see Prop. 17) means that the matrix representation is calculated
in reduced basis f ≡ {f νjν : h(ν) ≤ d, jν = 1, . . . , dν} of the ideal Φα.
In particular for a = n− 1 expression (61) reduces to
Mαf
(
V ′
)ξω ξν
jξω jξν
=
1
n− 1
√
dξdω
dα
√
λω(α)λν(α)δ
ξωαδξναδjξωjξν
. (62)
Later in this paper we use simplified notation for the matrix elements V ′[(an)] in the reduced
basis f :
Mαf
[
V ′[(a, n)]
]ξω ξν
jξω jξν
≡Mαf
[
V ′[(a, n)]
]ων
ξωjξω ξνjξν
, (63)
where
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• ξω labels irreps of S(n− 2) included in ψω ∈ Ŝd(n − 1),
• jξω labels indices in ξω,
• ξν labels irreps of S(n− 2) included in ψν ∈ Ŝd(n− 1),
• jξν labels indices in ξν .
Next we exploit the idea of PRIRs introduced in [28] with an additional results presented in
Section 3 to the simplification of the set of the orthogonal projections Fν(α) given in Prop. 21 onto
non-trivial irreducible spaces of the algebra Atnn (d). Results proven below will allow us to use them
in Section 5.2, where the properties for the PBT scheme, and its connection with the matrix Q(α)
are delivered. As we can see eq. (26) is not explicit since we have to compute separately coefficients
z(α)νajν i and N
ν
j′ν
which are given by highly complicated equations (see Remark 13). Using PRIRs
we have the following simplification:
Proposition 34. Using PRIR representation we can simplify form of the operators F ν(α) from
Prop. 21 to explicit expression type
Fν(α) =
1
λν(α)
dν
(n− 1)!
n−1∑
b=1
∑
kα
∑
γ∈S(n−1)
(ψνR)
αα
kαkα(γ
−1)V ′(b, n)V [(b, n− 1)γ(b, n − 1)]. (64)
Indeed reader notices that we simplified complicated expressions for z(α)νajν i and N
ν
j′ν
, and now
we have only one sum over all permutations from S(n − 1) instead of two of them. Next, directly
from result contained in Prop. 34 we get
Lemma 35. The matrix form of the projector Fν(α) on non-trivial irreducible spaces of the algebra
Atnn (d), in the reduced basis f has the following form
Mαf [Fν(α)]
η µ
ξηjξη ξµjξµ
= δηνδνµδξηξµδjξη jξµ , (65)
i.e. in the irrep Φα of the algebra Atnn (d), in the reduced basis f the projector Fν(α) takes its
canonical form with one′s on the diagonal in the position of the irrep ψν of the group S(n−1) only.
This result is obtained by a direct calculation using PRIRs. From the statement of Lemma 35,
using a decomposition of the natural representation of the algebra Atnn (d) into its irreps, we deduce
easily
Corollary 36.
TrMαf [Fν(α)] = dν , (66)
and from this we get
TrH Fν(α) = mαdν , (67)
where H = (Cd)⊗n, and mα is the multiplicity the irreps ϕα of S(n − 2) in the representation
Vd(S(n − 2)) (see Proposition 3).
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The trace TrH Fν(α) can be computed also in another way, directly from expression (64)
TrH Fν(α) =
1
λν(α)
dν
(n − 1)!
n−1∑
b=1
∑
kα
∑
γ∈S(n−1)
(ψνR)
αα
kαkα(γ
−1)TrH
(
V ′[(b, n)]V [(b, n − 1)γ(b, n − 1)]) ,
(68)
where
TrH
(
V ′[(b, n)]V [(b, n − 1)γ(b, n − 1)]) = TrH V [(n− 1, n)γ]. (69)
Using the well known fact that TrH Vn(σ) = d
l(σ) = χVn(d)(σ) is the character of the permutation
representation of S(n), where l(σ) is the number of cycles in the permutation σ ∈ S(n) we get
TrH Fν(α) =
1
λν(α)
dν
(n− 1)!
n−1∑
b=1
∑
kα
∑
γ∈S(n−1)
(ψνR)
αα
kαkα(γ
−1)dl[(n−1,n)γ], (70)
and it is easy to check that l[(n − 1, n)γ] = l(γ), γ ∈ S(n − 1). Further using the orthogonality
relations for irreps we get one more
TrH Fν(α) =
1
λν(α)
dν
(n− 1)!
n−1∑
b=1
∑
kα
∑
γ∈S(n−1)
(ψνR)
αα
kαkα(γ
−1)dl(γ) =
(n − 1)
λν(α)
dαmν . (71)
As a corollary from Cor. 36 we get the following
Corollary 37. The eigenvalues λν(α) of the matrix Q(α) (see Definition 7) are of the form
λν(α) = (n− 1)mνdα
mαdµ
. (72)
This an equivalent expression for the eigenvalues of Q(α) given in Lemma 15 and Thm. 12 a).
This formula has been obtained in [28] using different method.
4.2 New matrix operators in algebra Atnn (d)
In this paragraph we define new set of matrix operators which give useful description of the
generator V ′ of underlying algebra Atnn (d) in the matrix form. Derived expressions are similar
to those which can be obtained for groups. Description of the latter can be find in classical
textbooks [10], [13] or in Appendix F of [28]. As we have shown in Section 4 in irrep of the ideal
M labelled by partition α we have basis labelled by µ, ξµ, iξµ , where µ is partition of n − 1, ξ is
partition of n − 2 differing from µ by one block, and iξµ labels basis in irrep ξµ. We thus have a
vector basis {|φµξµiξµ (α, r)〉}, where r labels multiplicity in our representation. With this basis we
can associate flip operators (or, matrix basis operators):
Eµνξµiξµ ,ξνjξν
(α) ≡
∑
r
|φµξµiξµ (α, r)〉〈φ
ν
ξν jξν
(α, r)|. (73)
In the reduced matrix basis f given in Proposition 17 the matrix elements of above operators are
of the form
Mαf
[
Eµνξµiξµ ,ξνjξν
(α)
]ργ
ξρiξρ ,ξγjξγ
= δµρδνγδξµξρδξνξγδiξµ iξρ δjξν jξγ . (74)
Below we will show explicit form of some of those flip operators in terms of the elements of our
algebra Atnn (d).
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Theorem 38. Let us define the following set of operators in the algebra Atnn (d)
Eµνiαjα(α) ≡
mα√
mµmν
PµE
α
iαjαV
′Pν , (75)
where
Pµ =
dµ
(n− 1)!
∑
σ∈S(n−1)
χµ(σ−1)V (σ), Eαiαjα =
dα
(n− 2)!
∑
pi∈S(n−2)
ϕαjαiα(pi
−1)V (pi). (76)
Then operators in (75) form a subset in the set of operators given through (73). Clearly the operators
Eµνiαjα(α) belong to the ideal M.
Proof. To prove statement of theorem we have to show that operators given in (75) form a subset
contained in the set composed of operators given through (73). To do so we compute matrix
elements of Eµνiαjα(α) in reduced basis f and compare them with expression (74). In order to
compute desired matrix elements first we have to calculate in PRIR representation matrix elements
ψνR of S(n− 1)
ψνR[E
α
iαjα]
ξνζν
iξν jζν
= δξνζνϕξνiξν jiξν
[Eαiαjα ] = δ
ξνζν dα
(n− 2)!
∑
pi∈S(n−2)
ϕαjαiα(pi
−1)ϕξνiξν jξν
(pi)
= δξνζνδαξν δiαiξν δjαjξν = δ
αζν δαξν (eiαjα)iξν jξν .
(77)
Expression above means that in PRIR representation ψνR of S(n − 1) the operator Eαiαjα is repre-
sented in such a way that among the diagonal blocks (ψνR)
ξνξν ∼ ϕξν , the block (ψνR)αα ∼ ϕα is
nonzero and in this blok the operator Eαiαjα is represented by standard matrix basis eiαjα . From
this it follows that in the irrep Mαf of the algebra A
tn
n (d) we have
Mαf [E
α
iαjα ]
κ σ
ξκjξκξσjξσ
= δκσδξκαδαξσδiαjξκ δjαjξσ = δ
κσδξκαδαξσ (eiαjα)jξκ jξσ . (78)
Next using equation (62) form Proposition 33 and
Mαf [Pµ]
σ γ
ξσiξσ ξ
′
γjξ′γ
= δσµδµγδξσξ′γδiξσ jξ′γ
= δσµδµγδξµξ′µδiξµ jξµ
(79)
we calculate
Mαf [PµV
′Pν ]
σ τ
ξσjξσ ξτ jξτ
=
∑
γξ′γjξ′γ
∑
θξθjξθ
δσµδµγδξσξ′γδjξσ jξ′γ
×
√
mγmθ
mα
δξ′γαδαξθδjξ′γ jξθ
δθνδντ δξθξτ δjξθ jξτ =
√
mµmν
mα
δσµδντ δξσαδαξτ δjξσ jξτ .
(80)
Taking all together we write
Mαf [PµE
α
iαjαV
′Pν ]
ρ γ
ξρjξρξγjξγ
=
√
mµmν
mα
δρµδνγδξραδαξγ (eiαjα)jξρ jξγ
. (81)
Finally matrix elements of the operators given in (75) are of the form
Mαf [E
µν
iαjα
(α)]ργξρjξρ ,ξγjξγ
=
√
mµmν
mα
δρµδµγδξραδαξγδiαjξρ
δjαjξγ
=
√
mµmν
mα
δρµδµγδξραδαξγ (eiαjα)jξρ jξγ
.
(82)
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We see that in the matrix Mαf [E
µν
iαjα
(α)] the only non-zero block is the block with indices (µ, ν)
and inside this block the only non-zero subblock has indices (α,α) and this subblock is equal to the
standard matrix basis element eiαjα . Comparing equation (82) with expression for matrix elements
in (74) we see that indeed operators from (75) form a subset in the set of operators given in (73).
This finishes the proof.
If we define in standard way
Definition 39.
Pα ≡
∑
iα
Eαiαiα =
dα
(n− 2)!
∑
pi∈S(n−2)
χα(pi−1)V (pi). (83)
Then we get the following corollary from equation (82)
Corollary 40.
Mαf (PµPαV
′Pν) =M
α
f (Pµ)M
α
f (V
′)Mαf (Pν), (84)
where
Mαf (Pµ) = (δ
µρδµγδξρξγδjξρ jξγ
), (85)
so it is a block diagonal matrix with only one non-zero diagonal block with indices (µ, µ). The
operator Pα vanishes on RHS because, from structure of M
α
f (V
′) we have
Mαf (Pα)M
α
f (V
′) =Mαf (V
′). (86)
Directly from Theorem 38 and properties of Pµ, and E
α
iαjα it follows
Remark 41. The operator Eµνiαjα(α) is non-zero if and only if the irreps labelled by partitions α
and µ, ν are in the relation
µ = α+ ∧ ν = α+. (87)
The total number of non-zero operators, for a given α, is equal to (dαN [M
α
f : S(n − 1)])2, where
N [Mαf : S(n− 1)] is the number of irreps of S(n − 1) in the irrep Mαf of the algebra Atnn (d).
By Theorem 38, the operators Eµνiαjα(α) satisfy the following multiplication rule
Eµνiαjα(α)E
ξω
kβ lβ
(β) = δαβδ
νξδjαkβE
µω
iαlβ
(α), (88)
We shall now show it also directly, by using their expression in terms of algebra elements (75). We
have
Eµνiαjα(α)E
ρσ
kβ lβ
(β) =
mα√
mµmν
mβ√
mρmσ
PµE
α
iαjαV
′δνρPρE
β
kβlβ
V ′Pσ
= δνρδ
αβδjαkβ
mα√
mµmν
mβ√
mρmσ
PµE
α
iαlαV
′PρV
′Pσ.
(89)
To obtain desired result the most important is to calculate V ′PρV
′:
V ′PρV
′ =
dρ
(n− 1)!
∑
σ∈S(n−1)
χρ(σ−1)V ′V (σ)V ′
=
dρ
(n − 1)!
n−1∑
a=1
∑
pi∈S(n−2)
χρ[(a, n− 1)pi]V ′V [pi−1(a, n− 1)]V ′.
(90)
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Now using the PRIR structure we expand the character on RHS of (90)
χρ[(a, n − 1)pi] =
∑
ξρjξρ
∑
γρkγρ
(ψρR)
ξργρ
jξρkγρ
[(a, n − 1)]δξργρϕγρkγρ jξρ (pi) (91)
and together with the identity V ′V [(a, n − 1)]V ′ = dδa,n−1V ′ we obtain
V ′PρV
′ =
=
dρ
(n− 1)!
n−1∑
a=1
∑
pi∈S(n−2)
∑
ξρjξρ
∑
γρkγρ
(ψρR)
ξργρ
jξρkγρ
[(a, n − 1)]δξργρϕγρkγρ jξρ (pi)d
δa,n−1V ′V (pi−1).
(92)
Further using Proposition 29 and the definition of Pξρ we find
V ′PρV
′ =
∑
ξρ∈ρ
mρ
mξρ
PξρV
′, (93)
Finally all together implies that
Eµνiαjα(α)E
ρσ
kβ lβ
(β) = δνρδ
αβδjαkβ
mα√
mµmσ
PµE
α
iαlαV
′Pσ = δνρδ
αβδjαkβE
µσ
iα lα
(α). (94)
Of course since operators in (75) form a subset in the set of operators given by (73) we can also
prove composition rule (88) using directly definition from (73). Using properties of Pµ, Pα, and
Eαiαjα one can deduce decomposition of V
′ in terms of matrix operators given in Definition 38,
namely we have
Proposition 42. Operator V ′ have the following decomposition in terms of operators Eαiαiα given
in Theorem 38
V ′ =
∑
α
∑
µ,ν∈α
∑
iα
√
mµmν
mα
Eµνiαiα(α), (95)
where summations are over partitions for which ϕα ∈ Ŝd(n− 2) and ψµ, ψν ∈ Ŝd(n− 1).
Now if we define new set of operators as
Pµν(α) ≡
∑
iα
E
µν
iαiα
(α) =
mα√
mµmν
Pµ
(∑
iα
Eαiαiα
)
V ′Pν =
mα√
mµmν
PµPαV
′Pν , (96)
then together with expression (88) we can formulate the following
Corollary 43. The operators Pµν(α) given in (96) satisfy
Pµν(α)P ξω(β) = δνξδαβP
µω(β). (97)
The operators Eµνiαjα(α) for a given α, form an algebra isomorphic with the matrix algebra
M(dαN [M
α
f : S(n − 1)],C) ⊂ M(dn,C). Directly from the multiplication rule for the operators
Eµνiαjα(α) we have also
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Corollary 44. The subset of d2α operators of the form E
νν
iαjα
(α) satisfy
Eννiαjα(α)E
νν
kα lα
(α) = δjαkαE
νν
iαlα(α), (98)
so it forms a subalgebra isomorphic with the matrix algebra M(dα,C), but again as matrices the
operators Eννiαjα(α) belong to matrix algebra M(d
n,C).
From equation (88) it follows that operators Eµνiαjα(α) may be represented by the standard ele-
mentary matrices eij ∈M(dαN [Mαf : S(n− 1)],C), but this matrix representation is not equivalent
to matrix representation in the irreps Mαf of the algebra Atnn (d).
5 Application to deterministic port-based teleportation
As we mentioned at the beginning algebraic tools described in previous sections have explicit
connection with a novel port-based teleportation protocols (PBT) introduced and analysed for
qubit case in the series of papers [19, 20, 18] and extended to the qudit case: partially using
graphical representation of Temperley-Lieb algebra in [30] and fully in [28, 23]. It can be shown
that description of the probabilistic and deterministic PBT can be write down purely in terms of
characteristic of the algebra Atnn (d) and it is not only different description of the problem. Namely
only using representation theory of Atnn (d) we are able to describe PBT in dimensions higher than
two in a efficient way.
5.1 Port-based Teleportation Protocol and Algebra Atnn (d)
Hereunder we give a brief description of the deterministic port-based teleportation (dPBT)
protocol and its connection with the algebra of partially transposed permutation operators with
respect to last subsystem. We present connection between PBT operator encoding the performance
of teleportation protocol and matrices Q(α) which encode properties of underlying algebra Atnn (d).
Further we apply simplified formalism of the algebraAtnn (d) to present alternative proofs of theorems
for entanglement fidelity F in the case of dPBT. Using PRIR basis we solve an eigen-problem for the
generators V ′[(a, n)], where a = 1, . . . , n−1 which allows us to present discussion about asymptotic
behaviour of F as well re-derive lower bound on F founded previously in [2]. It is worth to mention
that having full spectral analysis of V ′[(a, n)] gives us possibilities for further investigations of
hybrid scheme of PBT for qudits [18].
In the standard version of the PBT protocol Alice and Bob share a large resource state composed
of N copies of the maximally entangled state |ψ+〉. Each copy is a two-qudit state named as port.
Alice wishes to teleport to Bob an unknown state θ. Do do so she performs a joint measurement
from the set of POVM {Πi}Ni=1 on her half of the resource state and the unknown state θ and obtains
an outcome i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and communicates it to Bob. When Bob receives the information from
Alice he discards all the ports except i-th which is the teleported state. The most important features
of this kind of protocol is lack of unitary correction as in the ordinary teleportation scheme [4] and
fact that teleported state is always successfully teleported but it is distorted. It means that the
fidelity F between unknown state θ and teleported state is smaller than one and is function of N
as well as local Hilbert space dimension d. Namely we have the following expression for the fidelity
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in the mentioned scenario
F =
1
d2
N∑
i=1
Tr
[
σiρ˜
−1/2σiρ˜
−1/2
]
, (99)
where N = n + 1. In the above ρ˜ is called PBT operator and together with operators σi has
the following representation in terms of partially transposed permutation operators V ′[(i, n)] for
i = 1, . . . , n− 1
σi =
1
dN
V ′[(i, n)], ρ˜ =
N∑
i=1
σi =
1
dN
N∑
i=1
V ′[(i, n)]. (100)
From this construction it follows clearly that PBT operator ρ is an element of previously studied
algebra of the partially transposed permutation operators with respect to last subsystem Atnn (d).
We know that algebra Atnn (d) decomposes into direct sum of two ideals, i.e. Atnn (d) =M⊕S and for
analysis of the dPBT scheme knowledge only about idealM is crucial. What is the most important
(see [28]) that due to symmetries in the system operator ρ is diagonal in the blocks represented by
projectors Fν(α) spanning irreps contained in M of the algebra Atnn (d) and can be written as
ρ˜ =
1
dN
ρ =
1
dN
∑
α:h(α)≤d
∑
µ∈Φα
λν(α)Fν(α), (101)
where the numbers
λν(α) = N
mνdα
mαdν
(102)
are eigenvalues of the sum ρ =
∑N
i=1 V
′[(i, n)].
5.2 Spectrum of the PBT operator and its connection with matrix Q(α)
In this section we focus on spectral analysis of the operator ρ given in equation (101). The first
spectral property of the operator ρ, which one can easily calculate using Prop. 3 is the following
Proposition 45.
Tr ρ = (n− 1)dn−1, (103)
where the trace is taken in the space (Cd)⊗n.
The next step to describe the spectrum of ρ is to find the matrix form MR(ρ), where R ∈
{Φα,Ψν}, of this the operator ρ in the irreps Φα,Ψν of the algebra Atnn (d). This of course depends
on choice of the basis in the irreps Φα,Ψν . For example in the irrep Φα in the basis E(α) = {eabij (α) :
a, b = 1, . . . , n− 1, i, j = 1, . . . , dα} (see [24]) we have
MΦ
α
E(α)(ρ) = Q(α). (104)
Above result holds only when d ≥ n − 1, nevertheless it shows a connection between spectra of
matrices Q(α) and ρ. Using so called reduced basis f ≡ {f νjν : h(ν) ≤ d, jν = 1, . . . , dν} in the
irreps Φα and arbitrary basis in the irreps Ψν one can prove much stronger result
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Proposition 46. For any n, d ≥ 2 we have
MΦ
α
f (ρ) = diag(λν(α)) ∈M(rankQ(α),C), (105)
where λν(α) are all non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix Q(α) including their multiplicities. For the
irreps of second kind Ψν we have
MΨ
ν
B (ρ) = 0 ∈M(dν ,C), (106)
for any basis B in the irrep Ψν.
From the above proposition and from Theorem 19 we deduce one of the main result of this
manuscript, the structure of the spectrum of the operator ρ.
Theorem 47. Let Atnn (d) be the algebra of partially transposed operators in (Cd)⊗n. Then for any
n, d ≥ 2 the non-zero eigenvalues of the operator ρ are the nonzero eigenvalues λν(α), including
multiplicity, of the matrices Q(α), where irreps α of S(n − 2) are those which appear in the de-
composition of Atnn (d) in Theorem 19 i.e. when h(α) ≤ d. The multiplicity mν,α of the eigenvalue
λν(α) of operator ρ is equal to
mν,α = mαdν , (107)
where mα is given in Theorem 19 and the multiplicity m0 of the eigenvalue 0 of operator ρ is equal
to
m0 = d
n−1(d− n+ 1). (108)
The explicit equation for the eigenvalues λν(α) of the operator ρ are given in the Lemma 15,
Theorem 12 b), and Corollary 37. From the properties of the eigenvalues of the matrices Q(α) one
can deduce several properties of the spectrum of the operator ρ. The first such a result concerns
the spectral radius of the operator ρ.
Proposition 48. For any n, d ≥ 2 the biggest eigenvalue of the operator ρ is of the form
λmax = d+ n− 2, (109)
and has multiplicity mmax =
1
(n−2)!
∑
σ∈S(n−2) d
l(σ).
Above proposition easily follows from the form of λν(α) given in Thm. 12 a). We can also
calculate the minimal nonzero eigenvalue of the operator ρ.
Proposition 49. The minimal nonzero eigenvalue of of the operator ρ has the following value
λmin = d− h(α) : h(α) < d. (110)
In particular we have:
a) if d ≥ n− 1, then λmin = d− h(α) ≥ 1 with the multiplicity equal to
mmin =
1
(n− 2)!
∑
σ∈S(n−2)
sgn(σ)dl(σ), (111)
b) if d ≤ n− 2, then λmin = d− h(α) = 1 with the multiplicity given thorough expression (111).
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5.3 Fidelity calculation in case of maximally entangled state as a resource state
Having all tools developed in the previous chapters we are ready to apply them to description
of deterministic port-based teleportation. In the first step using Proposition 33 we calculate the
following quantity which appears in the expression for the fidelity F given in equation (99) of the
deterministic version of the protocol:
Tr
[
Mαf (ρ
−1/2)Mαf (V
′[(a, n)])Mαf (ρ
−1/2)Mαf (V
′[(a, n)])
]
≡ TrΦα
f
[
ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]
]
.
(112)
Namely we have the following:
TrΦα
f
[
ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]
]
=
=
∑
ν,ξν ,jξν
∑
µ,ζµ,jζµ
∑
kα,lα
1
(n− 1)2
dνdµ
d2α
(ψνR)
αξν
lαjξν
[(a, n − 1)]
√
λν(α)(ψ
ν
R)
ξνα
jξν kα
[(a, n − 1)]×
× (ψνR)αζµkαjζµ [(a, n − 1)]
√
λµ(α)(ψ
ν
R)
ζµα
jζµkα
[(a, n − 1)],
(113)
which, after summation over ξν , jξν and ζµ, jζµ reduces to∑
ν,µ
∑
kα,lα
1
(n− 1)2
dνdµ
d2α
√
λν(α)λµ(α)δkαlαδkα,lα =
1
(n− 1)2
∑
ν,µ
dνdµ
dα
√
λν(α)λµ(α). (114)
We can summarize above calculations in the following proposition:
Proposition 50. In the irrep Φα of the algebra Atnn (d) we have
TrΦα
[
ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]
]
=
1
(n − 1)2
∑
ν,µ
dνdµ
dα
√
λν(α)λµ(α). (115)
In order to calculate the trace of the operator ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)] in arbitrary repre-
sentation R(Atnn (d)) it is enough to multiply TrΦα
[
ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]
]
by the multiplicity
of the irrep Φα in the representation R(Atnn (d)), i.e. we have
Corollary 51. For any representation R(Atnn (d)) of the algebra Atnn (d) we have
TrR(Atnn (d))
[
ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]
]
=
1
(n− 1)2
∑
Φα∈R(Atnn (d))
∑
ν,µ∈Φα
dνdµ
dα
√
λν(α)λµ(α).
(116)
In particular we have:
(a) for regular representation of the algebra Atnn (d)
TrAtnn (d)
[
ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]
]
=
1
n− 1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
∑
ν,µ∈Φα
dνdµ
√
λν(α)λµ(α), (117)
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(b) for the natural representation of the algebra Atnn (d) in the space H = (Cd)⊗n
TrH
[
ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−1/2V ′[(a, n)]
]
=
1
(n− 1)2
∑
α:h(α)≤d
∑
ν,µ∈Φα
mα
dα
dνdµ
√
λν(α)λµ(α), (118)
where
mα =
1
(n− 2)!
∑
σ∈S(n−2)
χα(σ−1)dl(σ). (119)
Equation (118) leads to the following expression for the fidelity in the deterministic PBT scheme
when the resource state is a maximally entangled state, which was obtained independently in [28]:
F =
1
dN+2
∑
α:h(α)≤d
∑
µ∈Φα
√
dµmµ
2 , (120)
where sums over α and µ are taken, whenever number of rows in corresponding Young diagrams is
not greater than the dimension of the local Hilbert space d.
Reader notices that formula for entanglement fidelity presented above is for the PBT operator
ρ˜, so the eigenvalues λν(α) used for calculations have to be rescaled by the factor 1/d
N .
5.4 Properties of the fidelity.
In this section we derive some basic properties of the standard fidelity given as
F ≡ Fn(d) = n− 1
dn+1
TrH
[
ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]
]
=
n− 1
dn+1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
dα
mα
∑
µ6=θ
λ
− 1
2
µ (α)mµ
2 .
(121)
It appears that the power −12 of ρ implies very particular properties of the fidelity Fn(d). First of
all we prove the following
Theorem 52. For any d ≥ 2 and n ≥ 2 we have
Fn(d) ≤ 1, lim
n→∞
Fn(d) = 1. (122)
Remark 53. The first property of the fidelity Fn(d) is in fact, the justification of the definition of
the fidelity but it also a necessary statement in the proof of the second result in Theorem 52.
In the proof of Theorem 52 we need the spectral decomposition the essential projectors V ′[(a, n)]
in the irrrep Mαf .
Proposition 54. The set of orthonormal vectors
wiα = wiα [a, α] =
(√
mρ
dmα
ψ
ρξρα
Rjξρ iα
[(a, n − 1)]
)
∈ CdimMαf , iα = 1, . . . , dα, (123)
where ρ = α+, ρ 6= θ, ξρ = ρ−, jξρ = 1, . . . ,dim ξρ are PRIR indices, are eigenvectors of the
matrix Mαf (V
′[(a, n)]), i.e. we have
Mαf (V
′[(a, n)])wiα [a, α] = dwiα [a, α], (124)
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and
Mαf (V
′[(a, n)]) = d
dα∑
iα=1
wiα [a, α]w
†
iα
[a, α]. (125)
The remaining orthonormal eigenvectors of the matrix Mαf (V
′[(a, n)]), corresponding to the eigen-
value 0 will be denoted as wj [a, α], where j = dα + 1, . . . ,dimM
α
f .
We define also
Definition 55. The rectangular matrix
W ≡W [a, α] = [w1w2 . . . wdα ] ∈M(dα × dimMαf ,C) (126)
has the columns which are eigenvectors for eigenvalue d of the matrix Mαf (V
′[(a, n)]), defined in
Proposition 54.
Next we will need also the dimension structure of the natural representation of Atnn (d). Now
we recall the
Theorem 56. The algebra Atnn (d) in its natural representation in the space (C
d)⊗n has the following
decomposition into irreps
Vd[A
tn
n (d)] =
 ⊕
α:h(α)≤d
mαΦ
α
⊕
 ⊕
ν:h(ν)<d
MνΨ
ν
 , (127)
where the multiplicity mα is equal to the multiplicity of the irrep ϕ
α of S(n−2) in the representation
Vd[S(n − 2)] i.e.
mα =
1
(n− 2)!
∑
σ∈S(n−2)
χα(σ−1)dl(σ) (128)
and
Mν = dmν −
∑
α:ν∈ind
S(n−1)
S(n−2)
(ϕα)
mα. (129)
From the above theorem we deduce
Corollary 57. We have the following relation between dimensions of the natural representation
space and dimensions and multiplicities of the irreps of the algebra Atnn (d)
dn =
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mα dimΦ
α +
∑
ν:h(ν)<d
Mν dimψ
ν , (130)
or equivalently
1 =
1
dn
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mα dimΦ
α +
1
dn
∑
ν:h(ν)<d
Mν dimψ
ν . (131)
Further in the proof of the Theorem 52 we will need also very classical inequality. Namely we
have the following:
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Theorem 58. Suppose that the function f : R→ R is convex in some subset D ⊂ R of its domain,
then for any numbers λ1, . . . , λm ∈ D and for any probability distribution
∑m
i=1 si = 1 we have
f
(
m∑
i=1
siλi
)
≤
m∑
i=1
sif(λi). (132)
Moreover it is known, that the function f : R→ R, which is twice differentiable on a subset D ⊂ R
and
f ′′(λ) ≥ 0, λ ∈ D (133)
is convex in subset D ⊂ R of its domain.
From Theorem 58 we can deduce that
Proposition 59. The function f(λ) = λ−1/2 : λ ≥ 0 is convex, because f ′′(λ) = 34λ−5/2 ≥ 0.
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 52. The proof is the following.
Proof of Theorem 52. First we prove the bound condition. Using the spectral decomposition
Mαf (V
′[(a, n)]) = d
dα∑
iα=1
wiα [a, α]w
†
iα
[a, α] (134)
by a direct calculation one gets
TrMαf
[
ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]
]
= d2
dα∑
iα,jα=1
∣∣∣(wiα ,Mαf (ρ− 12 )wjα)∣∣∣2 . (135)
On the other hand similarly we have
Tr
[
W †Mαf (ρ
− 1
2 )W
]
=
dimMα
f∑
p=dα+1
dα∑
iα=1
∣∣∣(wiα ,Mαf (ρ− 12 )wjα)∣∣∣2 + dα∑
iα,jα=1
∣∣∣(wiα ,Mαf (ρ− 12 )wjα)∣∣∣2 , (136)
where the rectangular matrix W is described in Definition 55. From these equations we deduce
Tr
[
W †Mαf (ρ
−1)W
]
=
dimMα
f∑
p=dα+1
dα∑
iα=1
∣∣∣(wiα ,Mαf (ρ− 12 )wjα)∣∣∣2 + 1d2 TrMαf [ρ− 12V ′[(a, n)]ρ− 12V ′[(a, n)]],
(137)
so
d2 Tr
[
W †Mαf (ρ
−1)W
]
≥ TrMαf [ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]]. (138)
Now using the explicit form of the matrix W given in Definition 55 and Proposition 54 we get the
following formula
Tr
[
W †Mαf (ρ
−1)W
]
=
1
(n− 1)d dimM
α
f , (139)
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Finally we get the following upper bound for trace of the operator ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)] in the
irrep Mαf
d
(n− 1) dimM
α
f ≥ TrMαf [ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]]. (140)
From this we deduce the upper bound for fidelity Fn(d) in the following way
Fn(d) =
n− 1
dn+1
Tr(Cd)⊗n [ρ
− 1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]]
=
n− 1
dn+1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mαTrM
α
f [ρ
− 1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]]
≤ n− 1
dn+1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mα
d
(n− 1) dimM
α
f =
1
dn
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mα dimM
α
f .
(141)
Now from Corollary 57 we have
1
dn
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mα dimM
α
f = 1−
1
dn
∑
ν:h(ν)<d
Mν dimψ
ν < 1, (142)
so in this way we get the first statement of Theorem 52
Fn(d) ≤ 1− 1
dn
∑
ν:h(ν)<d
Mν dimψ
ν < 1. (143)
In order to prove the remaining part of the theorem we consider the generalised fidelity
Fn(d) =
n− 1
dn+1
Tr(Cd)⊗n [ρ
− 1
2V ′[(a, n)]ρ−
1
2V ′[(a, n)]] =
n− 1
dn+1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
dα
mα
∑
µ6=θ
λ
− 1
2
µ (α)mµ
2 ,
(144)
which may rewritten as follows
Fn(d) =
1
(n− 1)dn+1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mα
dα
∑
µ6=θ
λ
1
2
µ (α)dµ
2 . (145)
Further
Fn(d) =
1
(n− 1)dn+1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mα
dα
[d(n − 1)dα]2
∑
µ6=θ
dµλµ(α)
d(n − 1)dαλ
− 1
2
µ (α)
2
=
n− 1
dn−1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mαdα
∑
µ6=θ
sµλ
− 1
2
µ (α)
2 ,
(146)
where
sµ =
dµλµ(α)
d(n− 1)dα with
∑
µ6=θ
sµ =
∑
µ=α+
sµ = 1, (147)
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because
∑
µ6=θ dµλµ(α) =
∑
µ=α+ dµλµ(α) = TrQ(α) = d(n − 1)dα, thus the sum∑
µ6=θ
sµλ
− 1
2
µ (α) (148)
is a convex combination of the numbers λ
−1/2
µ,α , and we may use Theorem 58, and Proposition 59,
which give ∑
µ6=θ
sµλµ(α)
− 12 ≤∑
µ6=θ
sµλ
− 1
2
µ (α). (149)
Using above inequality we get the following lower bound for generalised fidelity
Fn(d) =
n− 1
dn−1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mαdα
∑
µ6=θ
sµλ
− 1
2
µ (α)
2 ≥ n− 1
dn−1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mαdα
∑
µ6=θ
sµλµ(α)
−1
=
n− 1
dn−1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mαdα
∑
µ6=θ
dµλ
2
µ(α)
d(n− 1)dα
−1 = n− 1
dn−1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mαdα
(
TrQ2(α)
TrQ(α)
)−1
.
(150)
Directly from Definition 7 of the matrix Q(α) we get that TrQ2(α) = (n− 1)dα(d2 + n− 2), and
Fn(d) ≥ n− 1
dn−1
∑
α:h(α)≤d
mαdα
(
d2 + n− 2
d
)−1
=
n− 1
d
(
d2 + n− 2
d
)−1
, (151)
so
Fn(d) ≥ n− 1
d2 + n− 2 , (152)
and thus recover the result of [2] obtained using different method. Inequality (152) together with
the upper bound Fn(d) < 1 implies that
lim
n→∞
Fn(d) = 1. (153)
6 Discussion and open problems
We found significant simplifications of the algebra Atnn (d) of the partially transposed permuta-
tion operators with respect to last subsystem by developing tools of PRIRs by proving a few new
orthogonality theorems for them. Our successful approach to study PRIRs we apply to algebra
Atnn (d) by simplifying existing theorems. The main simplifications concern to matrix Q given in
Definition 7 and matrix Z given in Theorem 12 constructed from eigenvectors of Q. We were able
to reduce complexity of underlying expressions by reducing number of sums over all permutation
from S(n). Such a reduction allows us to perform any calculations especially devoted to practical
applications discussed later more efficiently. Second main result obtained thanks to new approach
are relatively simple equations for the matrix elements of operators V ′[(a, n)] for a = 1, . . . , n with
particular case when a = n− 1.
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Finally we applied derived simplifications to obtain characteristic of the deterministic port-
based teleportation scheme. Firstly we gave explicit connection between PBT operator ρ and
matrix Q describing properties of the algebra Atnn (d). We have shown that non-zero eigenvalues of
Q are exactly eigenvalues of the operator ρ. Later we presented derivation for the fidelity F of the
teleported state and expressed final result by parameters describing irreps of Atnn (d) like dimensions
and multiplicities as well as global parameters d and N . We presented asymptotic analysis of F
showing that limN→∞ F = 1 for fixed d which certifies our approach. Moreover using completely
new method of computation based on analysis of the eigen-problem of V ′[(a, n)] for a = 1, . . . , n−1
we derived known non-trivial lower bound for the fidelity F expressed only by global parameters
as number of ports N and dimension d.
Despite of progress made in this manuscript and papers [28, 23] there are still a few open
questions connected with the general theory of algebra Atnn (d) and possible applications to PBT.
The most interesting and important question in opinion of the authors would be a full eigen-analysis
of the PBT operator ρ similarly as for V ′[(a, n)] in Proposition 54. Namely we would like to find
its in eigenvectors (since eigenvalues are known) in terms of parameters describing irreps of Atnn (d)
and analyse its entanglement with respect to some particular cuts. Such a analysis would be helpful
in extension of the hybrid PBT to higher dimensions. Additionally simplification presented in this
paper should give technically easier from the perspective of representation theory description of
1→ N universal quantum cloning machines [27].
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A Summary of known fact about PRIRs
In this appendix for self-consistence of our manuscript we present known fact about PRIRs.
For all proofs we refer reader to [28].
Proposition 60. Let (ψµR)
αα(σ) =
(
ψααiαjα(σ)
)
be the matrices on the diagonal of the PRIR matrix
ψµR(σ) where σ ∈ S(n), then
∀α ∈ µ ϕα(pi) (ψµR)αα[(a, n)])ϕα(pi−1) = (ψµR)αα[(pi(a), n)]) , (154)
and from this it follows
∀α ∈ µ ∀pi ∈ S(n−1) ∀a = 1, . . . , n−1 Tr [(ψµR)αα[(a, n)]] = Tr [(ψµR)αα[(pi(a), n)]] , (155)
so the trace in each diagonal block is constant on the transpositions which naturally indexed the
coset S(n)/S(n − 1).
Proposition 61. The PRIR ψµR of S(n) satisfies the following summation rules
n−1∑
a=1
(ψµR)[(a, n)] =
n(n− 1)
2
χµ[(1, 2)]
dµ
1ψµ −
⊕
α∈µ
(n− 1)(n − 2)
2
χα[(1, 2)]
dα
1ϕα , (156)
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which implies that for the diagonal blocks we have
∀α ∈ µ
n−1∑
a=1
(ψµR)
αα[(a, n)] =
[
n(n− 1)
2
χµ[(1, 2)]
dµ
− (n− 1)(n − 2)
2
χα[(1, 2)]
dα
]
1ϕα . (157)
Remark 62. Equation (156) in Proposition 61 may be written in a more explicit form as follows:
∀α ∈ µ
n−1∑
a=1
(ψµR)
αα
iαjα [(a, n)] =
[
n(n− 1)
2
χµ[(1, 2)]
dµ
− (n − 1)(n− 2)
2
χα[(1, 2)]
dα
]
δiαjα , (158)
where iα, jα = 1, . . . , dα.
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